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Motivation Approach

Conclusions

Many formal documents are organized into sections of 
text, and each section comes with a title. This iterative 
title-text structure can be valuable for various natural 
language generation tasks.
However, extracting this structure from web documents 
is difficult due to the lack of corpus, inconsistent HTML 
writing styles, and the existence of irrelevant texts.

Results
STAPI is shown to predict unseen data well.

We contribute:
• A dataset of web documents that comes with label for 

whether each text segment is a title or prose text.
• An automatic tool that extracts title-text structure and 

achieves state-of-the-art performance.
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Filter 0.933 0.933 0.930 0.932

Typographic 
Classifier

0.968 0.967 0.893 0.872

Dataset
There does not exist a dataset that contains annotated 
web documents with the label for whether each text 
segment is a title or prose text. Thus, we annotated three 
types of web documents: privacy policy (PP), terms of 
service (TOS), and miscellaneous topics (MISC). 
Annotating 291 documents took more than 43 
consecutive hours.
The annotation process was completed manually by 
adding a label to every relevant text piece. Titles must 
differentiate themselves from prose text by having 
different visual or syntactic clues.

We present STAPI (Section Title And Prose text Identifier), 
which can automatically extract iterative title-text 
structure from web documents.
STAPI is a 2-step system. Its first step involves a filter that 
filters out unrelated content like document headers and 
footers. Its second step involves a typographic classifier that 
performs title-text classification.
Training: XGBoost + oversampling on the minority class + 
one-hot encoding to categorical features.
Morphological characteristics: Number of words, number 
of punctuation symbols, etc.
Visual clues: HTML tag name, HTML ID, etc.
Spatial information: Relative position.
Semantic feature: Average sentence encoding by BERT.

Visually similar title-text representations can have 
completely different HTML structures. Therefore, a 
structure extraction system should be flexible enough to 
handle web documents with different writing styles.

Web app Dataset & source code

Inconsistent HTML Writing Styles

Type # Documents # Pertinence # Title # Prose

PP 144 12500 2838 9233

TOS 99 9476 2142 7099

MISC 48 2363 506 1648

STAPI outperforms existing baseline models (in terms of 
weighted F1 score) on the title-text classification task.

PP TOS MISC All combined
Baseline 1 0.797 0.800 0.733 0.773

Baseline 2 0.854 0.884 0.831 0.869

STAPI 0.965 0.977 0.923 0.976

We also examined the necessity of STAPI's filter and 
evaluated the importance of each feature via an ablation 
study.


